The liberation legacy: literalist and normative
torchbearers battle for the post-society economy
Garreth Bloor
The nationalisation of the mines, banks and monopoly industries is the
policy of the ANC, and the change or modification of our views in this
regard is inconceivable.
― Nelson Mandela1

The legacy of historical narrative
Racism is a product of capitalism.
― Michael Parenti2
Apartheid is classified by some as a system of exploitation by capitalist forces
of production, by which racism is a by-product of class conflict, used by the
oppressor as a justification for oppression.3 The ANC emerged to take power
after South Africa‟s peaceful negotiations in 1994 following a legacy of
rhetorical appeal that backed a socialist-oriented alternative to the apartheid
system. The economic manifestations of it were understood as capitalism or
the open market.4 Any acceptance of the capitalist system in a postdemocracy period would, in the light of this trajectory, constitute a
continuation of the effects of oppression, whereby the starting point for
economic behaviour is a legacy of an unjust structural arrangement.5
The transition from apartheid to democracy in South Africa remains
fraught with perpetuating levels of socio-economic inequality according to
critics, despite legal equality and Constitutional freedoms granted in law.6 Into
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this context, how has the South African government successfully tied
economics realities and fiscally conservative macro-economic policy to the
overall notion of justice in a post society, given the historical pledges?7 This
paper seeks to present the rhetoric as one of ends versus means, whereby the
Freedom Charter becomes a statement principle as opposed to one of action.
The question is asked as to how the rhetorical normative socialist notions
imbued in ANC speech and legislative proposals in the pre-1994 period gain
widespread acceptance of macro-economic liberalism since 1994?

Lending populist appeal to macro-economic liberalism
In Aristotle‟s rhetoric,8 the ethos9 of the market-based macro-economic
framework was a critical component of rhetoric making. Nelson Mandela‟s
reconciliatory moment10 was a basis for which economic concessions to the
principles of the Freedom Charter‟s demands for state control could be
adequately accepted as legitimate in the eyes of ideological opponents within
the tripartheid alliance. Coming to the view that South Africa could not
succeed in a globalisation economy without an open market economy,11 the
basis of the Freedom Charter evolved to that of a policy objective, not a policy
statement.12
Has “opportunity” in the context of democracy replaced the social
democratic promises of guaranteed basic deliverables as a starting point for
material (economic) justice? And how do proponents of economic policy on
both sides of the economic debate advance a rhetoric of justice in their policy
orientations?
This paper will argue that the government has by necessity
increasingly sought to advance a mildly refined definition of justice to match
a macro-economic context demanded by the global economy. To achieve this
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balance between descriptive policy and normative goals, the ANC has been
required to satisfy legitimacy.
The problem facing ANC discourse was the need to meet the
expectations of socialism with the necessary economic measures to ensure
the country‟s successful transition into the global economy. Successive leader
Thabo Mbeki was required to affirm the normative values of the Freedom
Charter while communicating the principles of the market economy. Nelson
Mandela did so by using his status as a reconciliatory symbol to persuade
audiences of the necessity of broadly economic liberal principles as part of
the principles for the attainment of democracy.13
Mbeki‟s prerogative was undermined by a continuation of the old
logos inherent in the socialist appeal14 and the failure to improve microeconomic conditions alongside a new rhetoric of upward mobility. This
prompted popular opposition and a battle to reclaim the notion of the
Freedom Charter as a plan of action, not an ethos. The divisions within the
ruling government between two split views emerged in conflict over economic
policy positions.15 Thabo Mbeki however sought to advance the about turn of
Mandela on economic policy and centralised leadership in the party in order
to do so.16
In his address to the trade union FAWU (the Food and Allied Workers
Union), Thabo Mbeki moves away from the Freedom Charter as a structured
political policy, but rather envisages it as an ethos for which he congratulates
his audience: they have upheld it.17 Thus in this context, the Charter becomes
a matter of principle that has already been achieved, implicitly without the
required procedures nationalisation or any socialist policy that had previous
been understood as integral to the attainment of a post-liberation socioeconomic end.
He tells his audience that the advances made in South Africa‟s
democracy are indeed part of the struggle, ensuring they understand the
ANC‟s legitimate continuation of the grievances of worker exploitation for
which the union was established:
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“These achievements should not be seen outside the continuum of
the historical struggles and events in which FAWU took an active
part. The gains we have made are a manifestation of the vision
espoused and advocated by the founders and leaders of FAWU”.
Mbeki attempts to do what James Boyd White is attempting, he “is trying to
construct a new world and persuade his or her readers to share in it”.18

Rhetoric: aid to the divided interpretation
I argue that the debate that has emerged in public discourse between two
essential readings of the Freedom Charter. One which saw it as a normative
goal and prescriptive statement, and the other which backed the ethos of the
document but did not accept it as a description of policy, but rather as a
guide. A document offering a spirit by which laws could be made.19 The
second reading came to dominate the ANC under the three successive
presidents, while the literal interpretation remains a point of contention. While
not always in political harmony, the ANC Youth League is the most prominent
organisation holding to the literal reading of the Freedom Charter as a plan of
action.20
The ANC‟s challenge to communicating a normative or what I
shall term spirit-based reading of the Freedom Charter was complicated by
initial stages in the movement‟s rise to power beginning in the 1990s. Nelson
Mandela wrote from prison shortly before his release that there could be no
liberation without the nationalisation of the mines, financial sector and key
resource areas of the economy.21
“The nationalisation of the mines, banks and monopoly industries
is the policy of the ANC, and the change or modification of our views in this
regard is inconceivable. Black economic empowerment is a goal we fully
support and encourage, but in our situation state control of certain sectors of
the economy is unavoidable”.22
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These words are not lost on a literalist reader of the Freedom
Charter. The ANC government rose to power understanding that the principles of its economic policy would be encompassed in a socialist plan of action: the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). The policy
however was short-lived and from the office of Nelson Mandela the announcement of a new growth trajectory emerged. GEAR, created under the
close eye of then future president Thabo Mbeki, proposed spending through
investment, a balanced budget and a sound economic environment that was
business-friendly, consistent with the requirements of international finance
and the incentives required for foreign direct investment.23
What then extols a re-emergence of the rhetoric of nationalisation
given the two decades of macro-economic liberal policy? Acquiring popular
support on the basis of audience perception becomes a key tool for the literalist reading of Julius Malema. The pathos is to a document birthed in an
historical struggle, ethos is the appeal of the Youth League leader to his intention to follow the words of struggle leaders and pathos is achieved in the
appeal to unjust economic conditions still present amongst the poor in the
country.
Left-wing academic Patrick Bond‟s explanation of the reality of a
failure to follow the literalist reading of the Freedom Charter, regardless of
disputed methodology and conclusions, does represent an understanding of
what may allow for popular appeal of a socialist objective in the post society
of South Africa.
“To promote a peaceful transition, the agreement negotiated between the racist white regime and the ANC allowed whites to keep
the best land, the mines, manufacturing plants, and financial institutions. There were only two basic paths that the ANC could follow.
One was to mobilise the people and all their enthusiasm, energy, and
hard work, use a larger share of the economic surplus (through statedirected investments and higher taxes), and stop the flow of capital
abroad, including the repayment of illegitimate apartheid-era debt.
The other was to adopt a neoliberal capitalist path, with a small reform here or there, while posturing as if social democracy was on the
horizon”.24
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Original intent
In the view of the ANC Youth League therefore, the economic trajectory
formed part of the negotiation and necessary compromises required for a
temporary period in order to gain the peaceful transfer of powers.
Julius Malema tells an audience at the Mining for Change convention last year that “those of who oppose nationalisation of mines, are in actual
fact opposing what Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki and many
others were imprisoned for”.25 While Nelson Mandela‟s rhetorical moment
emerges as the basis for a non-nationalisation agenda, Malema draws on the
logos of history26 and the ethos of struggle27 emotion to drive home his point,
the belief that nationalisation is an economic end that cannot be legitimately
opposed.28
“Those who oppose mines nationalisation in the ANC are opposing
what O.R. Tambo, Robert Resha, Patrick Maoloa were exiled for.
They are opposing what Chris Hani was killed for. Chris Hani was
killed because he was not ready to sacrifice the Freedom Charter,
and we will never betray him.29
The relationship however between the actual post-democracy framework,
GEAR and South Africa‟s economic failings does not merit the failure of economic liberalism necessarily the official opposition points out, given that micro-economic reforms to stimulate new businesses that drive economic
growth were absent.30
But the rhetorical device which remains central to advancing
Malema‟s objective is powerful. If Palmer could write that modern states
commemorate the dead as Pericles did in order to maintain their own sur-
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vival,31 it is clear that actors who want to advance a particular version of the
state undertake the same exercise.
The problem ultimately facing the ANC discourse was the need to
meet the expectations of socialism with the necessary economic measures to
ensure the country‟s successful transition into the global economy. Regardless of the outcomes relating to these economic matters is the perception of
the traditional ANC left who were required to understand fiscally conservative
macroeconomic policies as a necessary measure to achieve the normative
goals of socialist discourse. Evidently the case of the ANC Youth League is
that not all have successfully integrated the new understanding.
The ongoing battle that emerges within the ANC, in the instances of
individuals like Malema, sees principal references to the Freedom Charter as
a fundamentally literal document and not as a statement of normative ends
which it becomes under the post-1994 ANC leadership. This literalist reading
brings a core element of the socialist leaning pre-1994 narrative to the fore
against the pushing of a post society trajectory.
According to Jeremy Cronin of the SACP, the basis for Malema‟s
argument rests on the inspiring clause in the Freedom Charter: “The people
shall share in the country‟s wealth!” It asserts that: “The national wealth of our
country, the heritage of all South Africans, shall be restored to the people; the
mineral wealth beneath the soil, the banks and monopoly industry shall be
transferred to the ownership of the people as a whole...”32
Bond cites the decisions by the ANC during negotiations: to drop
“nationalisation” formally from ANC rhetoric, to repay the $25 billion of inherited apartheid-era foreign debt and to grant the central bank formal independence in an interim constitution.33

Conclusion
Essentially the term “nationalisation” is a contested term, and is absent or
present based on the outcomes sought in the clear sense with which Kenneth
Burke describes “New Rhetoric”. Since argumentation aims at securing the
adherence of those to whom it is addressed, it is ― in its entity ― relative to
the audience to be addressed.34 In each instance we observe competing
versions of the Freedom Charter wholly dependent on the desired speech
acts demanded by the audience.
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partially for their theory of argumentation on the two concepts: universal and
particular audiences.
While every argument is directed to a specific individual or group, it
is the agency of the orator that determines what information and what approaches will result the largest degree of adherence, according to an ideal
audience. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca offer something of an understanding towards how particular audiences are addressed with universal concepts.35
Thus, as in the case of particular audiences, the universal audience
is not fixed or absolute but is dependent on the orator, the content and goals
of the argument, and the specific audience to whom the argument is addressed. Based on these considerations, “facts” and “reasonableness” are
determined by the orator and thus help to constitute the universal audience
that, in turn, shapes the orator's approach.
It is due to this that the economics principles, which refute the
claimed outcomes of the nationalisation process consistently gain traction in
audiences where economic process is either ignored or misunderstood.
Overall facts and reasonableness in the case of the literalists and
normativists take universal terms, like the “Freedom Charter”, “struggle” and
“liberation” and contextualise the meaning specific to the meaning desired.
Thus, when the term occurs in a different context, either before or after the
speech is given, it is understood in the context of the meaning given to it in
the particular speech.
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca argue that all argumentation must
proceed from a point of agreement; contentious matters in particular cannot
be introduced until sufficient agreement on prior or related issues has already
been established. There are two divisions on the basis for agreement: the first
covers with facts, truths, and presumptions; the second encompasses values
and hierarchies.
The basis for agreement for the blueprint to South Africa‟s liberation
remains the Freedom Charter. The first basis for agreement is disputed: was
the Freedom Charter a policy proposal document or one addressing policy
objectives.
Like the battle over the interpretation of scripture that existed between the fundamentalist and the progressive at the turn of the 19 th century,
the issue will be fought out through rhetorical acts so long as the conflict between widely accepted market economic principles globally, and the notion of
economic justice locally, remain unreconciled.
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